
STRANGERFAMILIAR ANNOUNCES CONCEPTUAL SOPHOMORE EP, LA SECUENCIA 

This second EP from Strangerfamiliar comes nearly two years after her debut EP, Fire Under Water. 
The announcement comes fresh off the premiere of a brand new hard-hitting music video via Pop 
Matters for “Insecure”, the single from her soon-to-be-completed full-length album.  

The 5 songs featured on La Secuencia are timed according to the sequence of where they sit on the 
EP, starting with “Waves (111)” the first track at 1:11 long and ending with “Lying Awake Dreaming of 
You (555)” at 5:55. This was done in honour of the artist’s newfound interest in astrology/numerology 
and to reflect on a year dedicated to finding her way back to self-trust. 

La Secuencia, meaning The Sequence in Spanish, was written/recorded upon the artist’s return from 
a trip to Chile that she says was spent “reconnecting with family, producing music and avoiding the 
harsh winter of Montreal.”  

“The EP developed during a period where I began to notice an eerily consistent streak of repeating 
numbers everywhere I looked,” says Morasky. “Whenever I glanced at the clock or address I saw 
these repeating numbers; sometimes appearing as 111, or 11:11, or 444 or 222 and so on. This 
carried on for several months and reached the point where close friends were noticing the frequency 
at which I saw this and it weirded them out too. It got me a bit interested in numerology as I could 
only really interpret this as some kind of divine intervention or messaging. I knew I wanted to make 
some sort of nod to this without having to force the concept to fit each song. Strangely enough they 
each fell into their respective place and almost all with incredible ease.” 
  
She also notes that “the second sequence behind this EP is very personal in that it follows my own 
hidden narrative of the last 5 years.” She continues “Waves (111), the first song, speaks to the first 
moments leading up to a severe emotional breakdown suffered years ago. Window (222) reflects on 
the mirror that cracked before me shattering who I thought I was and forcing me to look inward for 
answers. Leona (333) written entirely in Spanish and with the help of my cousin back in Santiago, 
recounts re-discovering the strength you were born with. Eggshells (444) is about conquering the 
proverbial monster of your childhood nightmares and Lying Awake Dreaming of You (555) is about 
finding forgiveness through unconditional love.” 
 
The EP was made in Morasky’s home recording studio and mixed by local sound engineer Steve 
Newton.  

Strangerfamiliar’s next live performance is at Bar Le Ritz PBD in Montreal for the F WORD feminist 
zine launch party on Thursday November 16th. 

Strangerfamiliar is the moniker for Chilean born, Canadian raised musician and visual artist, Ilichna 
Morasky. A one woman band building ethereal vocal, ukulele, drum, and synth loops, 
Strangerfamiliar’s sound is much like drifting into a dream of an isolated neon church deep in an 
Amazonian jungle. Dubbed crypop or crance music: a new genre for when you want to dance and 
cry at the same time. 
 

For general information, please email therealstrangerfamiliar@gmail.com

For press inquiries, please email nastacollective@icloud.com 
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